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In the last years there has been an increased interest on nanostructures synthetized form III-V
semiconductors due to their higher electron and hole mobilities compared to Si. Among the most
interesting are the InAs nanowires (InAsNWs) since its narrow band gap and high electron
mobility makes them suitable for applications in tunnel field effect transistors, infrared
photodetectors and photovoltaic cells. There has been plenty of experimental investigations,
however there are seldom theoretical ones, especially about the optical properties of these
nanowires. In this work the electronic and optical properties of InAs nanowires are studied using
a first principles density functional theory, within the generalized gradient approximation and the
supercell scheme [1,2]. The nanowires are modeled by removing atoms outside a cylinder from
an otherwise perfect InAs crystal on the [001] direction, all surface dangling bonds are
passivated with H atoms. For special nanowires morphologies the binary nature of the InAs
nanowires allows to change the In-As ratio on the surface, for these special morphologies two
cases were studied one In rich and other As rich. The results show that the As rich surface does
not have a band gap energy as the nanowire diameter increases, while the In rich surface has
wider band gaps than the crystalline InAs. These results could be due to the characteristics of the
As-H bonds which are weaker than the In-H bonds. For the nanowires with band gap energy a
clear quantum confinement signature was observed since the band gap decreases as the nanowire
diameter increases, these are also reflected on the imaginary part of the dielectric functions,
which suffers a shift towards higher frequencies as the nanowire diameter increases. These
results could be important for the band gap engineering of these nanostructures for its
applications in electronic and optoelectronic devices.
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